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STRUCTURE OF THIS TALK

• Definitions and context

• Factors that contribute to (in)stability

• Support needs –what should be done to support stability

• Summary of key points

• Reflections and questions



What do we mean by STABILITY?

• Definition of ‘stable’: “able or likely to continue or last; 
firmly established; enduring or permanent.”

• Stability and permanence are often used           
interchangeably. No universal definition 

• Key questions: What amount of time is needed for                 
a placement to be considered stable? Is there        
something else required for a placement to be      
considered as ‘stable’? How is stability measured?



What about INSTABILITY?

• Placement instability understood as 

experiencing multiple moves. 

• Instability is common for children in care due 

to breakdowns/disruptions or/& planned 

moves.

• Issues caused by instability: risk of poor 

outcomes (e.g. emotional & behavioural prob, 

risk-taking beh, poor academic performance)



How stable are foster care placements

• In NI, 43% of foster placements and 55% of kinship foster placements remained 

stable between 2002 and 2016 for all the children in care in NI on 31/3/2000 and 

under 5 (this was 63% and 71% respectively between 2007 & 2016).

• In Scotland, 20% of the children in an ongoing study (children who became LA in 

2012-13 aged 5 and under) had 2 placement changes, and 20% 3+ changes.

• In England, 26% of foster care placements that ceased in 2016/17 lasted                  

less than 1 mth; 48% lasted 1mth-1 yr; & just 13% had lasted for +2 yrs.

• In RoI, in  Dec 2016, 2.7% of children experienced 3+ placements in the                            

previous 12 mths. In Daly’s & Gilligan’s study (2005), ¾ of children in                         

foster care had lived in at least 1 or 2 placements previously.



What about PERMANENCE?

• Different types of permanence:

• Legal, physical and emotional/relational (Sanchez, 2004)

• Objective, subjective, enacted and uncontested permanence in 

foster care (Sinclair et al., 2005)

• Importance of relational permanence –

it includes the subjective sense of                            

permanent belonging to a family as                       

experienced by the young person.



Stability and Permanence

“A positive outcome for a child with regard to 

stability and permanence would be that they 

are in a permanent, stable and enduring living 

arrangement where they feel connected to 

their family and have a strong sense of identity, 

belonging and support.” 

(Lisa Moran, Caroline McGregor and Carmel 

Devaney, 2017)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vINX8KG_8pQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vINX8KG_8pQ


What contributes to (in)stability?

ORGANISATIONAL 
STRUCTURES

SOCIAL 
WORKER 
FACTORS

CARER 
FACTORS

CHILD 
FACTORS



Child factors

Child’s age 
and age when 
first became 
looked after

Care 
pathways 

history 
(number of 
previous 

placements, 
types of 

placements, 
etc.)

Childhood 
adversities 
(including 

bereavement, 
victimisation, 
poverty, etc.)

Behavioural 
and emotional 
diff (including 
attachment, 

anger 
problems, 

etc.) and risk-
taking 

behaviours

Child’s 
disability or 

ongoing 
health 

condition



But he is unpredictable and you 
need… to be one step ahead of him … 

He just took one night and he just 
went up the walls [smashing them] 

with frustration and I got built-in 
furniture and he just tore lumps out 

of it… he’ll say to me, ‘Why can’t I not 
be normal like everybody’ else?

Martin’s foster mother 
(teenager in the Care 

Pathways study phase 3 
– interviewed in 2009)

BEHAVIOURAL 
DIFFICULTIES DUE 
TO CHILD’S FAMILY 
BACKGROUND

It can be hard for some 
people to settle down… 
They move around a lot and 
that becomes their reality… 
Age affects it too… If you go 
into care as a young child, 
you don’t remember as 
much about your home life.Young person in 

Moran et al. 
(2017)’s study in 
Ireland (UNESCO 
Child and Family 

Research Centre in 
Galway)

AGE AND 
PLACEMENT 
MOVES

Up until 7, I would have been in a few homes with one of 
my brothers. And then our mother took him home and left 
me in the system. I think that was a big thing. I got really 
bad after that happened. So from about 7 to 10 when that 
happened, and then I was sent to more homes, I think I just 
gave up then. So, I had to protect me at a young age and 
stuff. 

Brandon (22 years 
old, foster care –

CPO 4th Phase, 
2018)

CHILD’S 
BACKGROUND 
AND PATHWAY, 
REJECTION



Carer factors

Adversity 
events 
(illness, 
death, 

bereavement, 
separation, 

poverty)

Carers’ own 
birth 

children’s 
relationship 
with child

Support 
networks 

(formal and 
informal) and 

training 
received

Commitment 
and 

motivation to 
foster

Level of 
communication 

& openness 
with child + 

expectations & 
attitudes re 
contact with 
birth family



I love my mother and I get to go to see her 
and she has come here and it’s cool… My 
foster parents like her as well.

Young person in Moran et al. 
(2017)’s study in Ireland (UNESCO 

Child and Family Research Centre in 
Galway)

COMMUNICATION, 
OPENNESS, AND 
ATTITUDES 
TOWARDS 
CONTACT AND 
BIRTH FAMILY

Care is what fostering is all about… I will 

do my best for them every day to give 

them a loving home.

Foster carer in Moran et al. (2017)’s 
study in Ireland (UNESCO Child and 
Family Research Centre in Galway)

COMMITMENT 
AND 
MOTIVATION

I think with Gabriel he probably needs more, if you know what I mean. ... I 

just feel that Gabriel hasn't got anybody but me, you know, and my family. 

He totally doesn't have anybody. […] My children know I'm their mother 

and they can come and go all the time but Gabriel, I would see more of 

Gabriel than I would see of my own son. If Gabriel is not fishing, he's here 

no matter what time of the day would be. And at night time, if he comes 

early, he's over here. […] This is his home.

Foster mum to 
Gabriel (21 years 
old, 4th Phase of 

CPO, 2018)



Social worker factors

Planning and 
preparation 
for moves 

they provide 
for child & 

family

SW 
knowledge of 
& relationship 

quality with 
the child & the 
foster family 

(including 
openness, 

trust, 
emotional 
support)

Social work 
staff turnover

Social 
workers’ 
levels of 
stress

Work 
caseloads



Wider organisational structures

Organisational 
philosophy, 

permanence 
policies, and 
care planning 

guidance

Availability of 
suitable 

placements

Provision and 
quality of 
support to 
child and 
carer/s

Adequacy 
and level of 

training 
provision

Inter-agency 
partnership, in 
particular with 
schools (but 

also the 
health 

service)



What needs to be done to support stability

•Provide children with right placement at an early stage

•Provide children with information re themselves and their 

journey (why they entered care, their moves, etc.)

•Provide carers with all the information available regarding 

the child and their background in an accessible format

At the level of 
the child

• Informal support networks for carers to share their 

experiences in a non-judgemental environment

• Accessible training for carers (convenient– short, on-

line, etc.)

• Flexible formal support and better financial recognition

At the level of 
the carer



What can be done to support stability

• Importance of listening to / consulting children 

regarding their placement and care plan – taking time to 

establish trusting & meaningful relationships

• Supporting & advocacy role for foster carers -

Showing empathy, respect and recognition towards foster 

carers and the work they do. 

At the level of 
the social 

worker

• Timely response to children’s needs & provision of 

adequate support to the child and the caregivers.

• Need to recruit a range of foster carers to play a 

diversity of roles (respite carers, therapeutic foster carers, 

etc.), so that placements available match the needs of the 

children.

At the level of 
organisational 

structures



But the social worker came in, very heavy handed. 

… and she said, well this can’t go on. And I had 

asked, what I had asked for was could I have a 

break? A month break to get my head, right with 

things. […]. But this girl was just in to sort the 

situation out, and in her eyes, it was best to remove 

him completely. […] I didn’t feel I was consulted at 

all. I felt it was taken completely out of my hands. 

[…] She said it- what she said was we couldn’t 

maintain giving you breaks when you need them. 

We have to – there isn’t enough people available.

Carl’s foster mum – Carl 
experienced bereavement, 
which led to behaviour and 

emotional difficulties

NO 
MEANINGFUL 
ENGAGEMENT

I feel they should have made me a 

wee bit more aware of what was 

happening in my family. I feel that I 

should have been sat down and 

told. Maybe I was... but not from 

my recollection. .. I feel that I could 

have been made more aware. ... Of 

what could have came or what 

could have become.

Carl

NO 
INFORMATION 
SHARING



… my counsellor now, she stops seeing people when they 

turn 18 but I am 19 and I was just like please…I spoke to my 

PA and my social worker before I turned 18 and I was like, the 

thought of not that I need it, but just the thought of going if I 

needed help again to having to go to someone new, it is just 

not going to work. It is better to have a constant. It is not that 

I am completely reliant on her, like I hadn’t seen her all 

summer until today. Today was the first time I seen her since 

June and she has been working all summer but I said to her, 

ok I am just going to see her before I go because  I am busy 

all summer and I don’t want to be seeing you weekly

Maeve, was in long-term 
kinship care, suffered 

from mental health diff

ENGAGEMENT, 
FLEXIBLE SERVICES, 
LONG-LASTING 
RELATIONSHIPS

social services should let young 

people know what is available 

because like people like my 

nannie living here you know like 

she is not internet savvy like or 

anything so she is not going to 

be able to like you know, know 

about a lot of things. […] so I 

think they should really like, let 

people know a lot more. 

INFORMATION 
PROVIDED TO 
CARERS RE 
SUPPORTS 
AVAILABLE

have proper relationships with the people you 

are seeing because you get some social 

workers, even tutors or whatever who are 

coming out and they are not clicking with the 

person so, the help that you are trying to give 

them is not really going to help if you are not 

gelling with them properly, the same way with 

teachers. 



Key POINTS

1. Importance of stability and relational permanence for 
children to develop and grow happy, healthy and 
content.

2. A range of factors at the four levels play a part in 
supporting stability. Change needs to happen at all 
levels.

3. The child and the carers (and the social workers) need 
support to keep their relationships secure, especially 
when children reach the teenage years (when 
placements more likely to break down).



Key POINTS

4. All the information needs to be safely/appropriately 
shared between social workers, carers and 
children/young people.

5. Long-standing relationships and connections are vital.

6. Importance of listening to and engaging with young 
people and carers.

7. Therapeutic, practical and financial supports and 
appropriate training need to be timely provided.
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